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What is StudyPages  
 
StudyPages is an online, participant friendly platform that changes how institutions like OHSU and its 
study teams find and engage with people interested in research. StudyPages is already successfully 
being used by institutions like UC Davis, Stanford, UNC Chapel Hill, and Texas A&M.  
 
As StudyPages is an external, public facing site that engages members from the community, studies that 
do best recruiting on this platform are ones actively looking for individuals from the general public, have 
some form of information sheet or consent, and where participants undergo study procedures. For 
example, studies involving surveys, focus groups, drug or device trials, etc. Studies that are chart 
review/data only or only seeking specific people or situations that the public would not be eligible for 
(e.g. patients undergoing surgery) are not a best fit for recruiting through StudyPages.  
 
StudyPages is replacing the OHSU Study Participation Opportunities website, which had been available 
to study teams through their respective studies IRB application. After StudyPages becomes available to 
teams, this portion of the IRB application will be phased out and removed and the opportunities website 
will no longer be accessible.  
 
At OHSU, we are implementing the StudyPages gallery feature to post study information to the public. 
StudyPages offers additional capabilities that may be available at OHSU in the future.  

 
Key Terms in StudyPages 
 
Below are key terms for the StudyPages platform, which are used throughout this training manual. 
 

• StudyPages – StudyPages, with a capital S and P, is the name of the study opportunities 
platform OHSU is using to publicize our available research studies. There are both internal and 
public facing aspects to this platform. 
   

• Workspace – Workspaces are the internal facing part of the platform where teams can manage 
items like study information, team members, and a study’s public posting. Each study has its 
own workspace.  

 

• studypage – studypage, lowercase s and p, is a public facing feature of the platform and the 
public posting of a study, similar to an individual study listing or webpage.   

 

• Gallery – The gallery is the public facing homepage of OHSU’s StudyPages and is a collection of  
our available studies organized and searchable by study types, topics, and OHSU 
departments/institutes.  

 
Getting Started – How to Sign into StudyPages  
 
StudyPages uses single sign-on (SSO), meaning you can use your OHSU credentials to log into the 
platform.  
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1. To begin, go to https://studypages.com. This will bring you to the platform’s home page.   
2. Once there, navigate to the top right corner of the page and click the ‘Login’ button.  

 

  
 

3. From the login page, select OHSU from the institution account listing and sign in with your OHSU 
credentials.  

 

 
 

4. Once signed in, you’ll be redirected to OHSU’s StudyPages and the homepage for your account. 
From this homepage, you’ll be able to manage your profile and associated studies.   

 

https://studypages.com/
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First Steps After Initial Sign On  
 
User Profiles  
 
Once logged in for the first time, or at any time as a StudyPages user, you are able to update your user 
profile. Once logged in, from your homepage, navigate to the top right corner of the page and click on 
menu → settings → profile. From the profile page, you will have the ability to upload a profile picture 
and update your first and last name, professional title, bio, phone number, department, and job title.  
   

Associated Studies 
 
StudyPages receives data from many sources, including the OHSU eIRB. As a result, team members 
associated with a study in StudyPages are the same as those individuals on a study’s IRB approved study 
team list. After initial sign on, confirm that your ‘My Studies’ includes all studies you are on the IRB 
approved study team list for. ‘My Studies’ is located at the top section of your homepage and can also 
be accessed from any page from the navigation panel across the top and left-hand side of the page(s).   
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When you first begin using StudyPages, all of your associated studies will appear under the ‘Current 
Studies’ tab. In the future, as studies stop recruiting or close, these studies will be moved and found 
under the ‘Archived Studies’ tab.  
 
For information on how to update the roles of team members associated with a study, please see the 
Maintaining Workspace and studypage Once Published section below.   
 

Investigator Profiles  
 
Investigator profiles are different than user profiles (described above) and an investigator for a study 
will have both a user profile and an investigator profile. The user profile for an investigator is internal 
and is part of the study team list in the workspace(s) of the investigator’s study(ies).The investigator 
profile is public facing and allows visitors to the StudyPages platform to search by investigator name and 
to locate all studies associated with a particular investigator.   
 
OHSU’s StudyPages underwent an initial upload of investigator names and information from their 
respective OHSU profiles to create these investigator profiles, however, there is always the possibility 
investigators were missed or information is not up to date or complete. 

 
Linking an Investigator Profile to studypage(s) 
 
The first step for investigators or study team members to do will be to link the investigator profile to the 
studypage(s) of the study(ies) they are the primary investigator for. To do this, from ‘My Studies’, for 
each study, select and go into the workspace of that study. From the workspace, go to the ‘studypage’ 
tab across the top of the workspace and click on the edit icon (pencil inside box), which will bring you 
into the study’s studypage. From this page, scroll down to the investigator section, click the ‘Manage’ 
button and in the pop-up box, search for and select the investigator by name and click ‘Add 
Investigator’. This investigator/investigator profile is now assigned to this studypage.  
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Adding a New Investigator Profile if One is Not Found 
 
If when you search by name, an investigator profile is not found for the investigator, a new one can be 
created. Following the same instructions as above, after you click the ‘Manage’ button in the 
investigator section and the pop-up box appears, you will click ‘Add Manually’, which will open up and 
allow you to create a new investigator profile. The investigator profile includes profile picture, full name 
with degrees, main professional title, organization (e.g. SOM), and link to official OHSU provider/people 
profile. Once done, click ‘Save’ and this will create the new investigator profile and assign it to the 
investigator section of the studypage you’re in. The newly created investigator profile has also been 
saved to the platform and you will now be able to search for and add it to other studypages following 
the instructions above.  
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Confirming/Editing Profiles 
 
After an investigator profile has been added to the studypage(s) of their study(ies), investigators or 
study team members will want to confirm their investigator profile is correct. At this time, the 
investigator profile can only be accessed for editing within a studypage. Following the same instructions 
as above, after you click the ‘Manage’ button under your name in the investigator section and the pop-
up box appears, you will click ‘Edit’ next to your name. This will open up and allow you to edit the 
investigator information, which includes profile picture, full name with degrees, main professional title, 
organization (e.g. SOM), and link to official OHSU provider/people profile. Once done, click ‘Save’ and 
your investigator profile will be updated for the platform as a whole, including every studypage it 
appears in.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
In the future, as your professional title or other information may change, you can access and edit your 
investigator profile to keep it up to date as needed following the same instructions above.  
 

Getting Familiar with and Using Workspaces  
 
Overview  
 
A study’s workspace is the internal facing part of the platform that allows teams to access and manage 
their study information, team members, metrics, and the public facing studypage for that study. Every 
study in StudyPages has a workspace. You can access a study’s workspace from your homepage by going 
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to ‘My Studies’ and then selecting the study you are interested in. This will direct you to the study’s 
workspace.  
 

 
 
Once inside a study’s workspace, you can access and work within the ‘Signups’, ‘Participants’, ‘Survey’, 
‘studypage’, ‘Team’, and ‘Settings’ for that study, all available from their respective tabs across the top 
of the workspace.  

 
Signups 
 
From the signup tab of the workspace, teams can access and manage the list of individuals who 
provided their contact information in order to be contacted about the study. Please note, the 
information in this section is not automatic for every study and is only available if a team selects ‘signup’ 
as the contact method for potential participants under the ‘studypage’ tab (see Selecting How Potential 
Participants Contact Me section).  

 

 
 
Participants – not used at this time 
 
From the participants section of the workspace, teams can manage individuals who have enrolled or not 
enrolled yet for their study. Though this is a feature of StudyPages platform, and does appear in the 
workspaces, this feature is not part of OHSU’s version and will remain visible, but inactive.    
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Survey – not used at this time  
 
From the survey section of the workspace, teams can create and use pre-screener surveys in their 
published studypage for potential participants to complete. Though this is a feature of StudyPages 
platform, and does appear in the workspaces, this feature is not part of OHSU’s version at this time and 
will remain visible, but inactive. 
 

 
 

studypage 
 
The studypage section of the workspace is where teams can manage the public posting for that study. 
From here, teams can edit, publish/remove and track analytics of the studypage. Please see the From 
Workspace to Published studypage section for instructions on working with studypages. 
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Team 
 
When a study is first uploaded to StudyPages, the team section of the study’s workspace will include all 
individuals from that study’s IRB approved study team list. Going forward, that list will be maintained 
through scheduled uploads to the StudyPages platform from OHSU’s eIRB. From this section, teams can 
edit team members roles for the study. Please see Maintaining Workspace and studypage Once 
Published for instructions on how to manage the teams list.  
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Settings 
 
From the settings section of the workspace, teams can manage studypage signup notifications to team 
members (connected to the signups tab; reminder that this is only available if you selected ‘signup’ for 
how potential participants contact you). The workspace automatically defaults this to notify everyone 
on the teams list, so it is recommended that teams’ access and manage this tab immediately to ensure 
notifications are sent to the appropriate team members to be contacted for recruitment purposes.  
 

 
 
In order to update notification settings, click on the drop-down box that says ‘Everyone’ and select 
‘Specific User’, this will then display to you the full study team list in order to select who should receive 
notifications and then click the ‘Add’ button.  
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From Workspace to Published studypage 
 

Creating the studypage 
 
The studypage is the public facing information on your study, similar to having a study website. Though 
every eligible study, based on eIRB status, has a workspace, not every study has a studypage until teams 
create and request to publish one. To create a studypage for your study, from your study’s workspace, 
go to the ‘studypage’ tab across the top of the workspace and click on the edit icon (pencil inside box), 
which will bring you into the study’s studypage. 

 
 

 
 
From there, you can add content to the available fields to create your studypage. Please note, based on 
your reviewing IRB, not all fields may be available to you. If your study is under the oversight of an 
external IRB and the OHSU IRB has waived oversight to them, your studypage will not have all 
sections/fields available to you. In line with the agreements between OHSU and external IRBs, the 
‘Description’ section will not be visible. 
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When adding and editing information in your studypage, it is best practice to ensure language used is 
simple/lay language, 6th grade reading level, and understandable to the general public. It should not be a 
copy and paste from your protocol. For more information on creating health literate content, check out 
the Health Literacy Checklist for Research Communication guidance document on the OCTRI Recruitment 
webpage.    
 
Note: All content within the published studypage is the responsibility of the investigator and study 
team. It is their responsibility to ensure all content is in line with the current IRB approved protocol, in 
addition to adhering to any related IRB policies, such as HRP-402 - Advertisements . If there are 
amendments and modifications to the study in the future, a study’s studypage cannot be updated 
until after IRB approval is received for those changes.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.ohsu.edu/octri/find-and-recruit-participants-you-need
http://ohsu.ellucid.com/documents/view/7872/?security=02941cea7d167ec0de4d49efb78716249ff89386


Edit your StudyPage

Choose File No file chosen

Headline

Tagline

Logo Image

Search Image Library Upload ImageBanner Image Target Audience

Age range

---------

Healthy volunteer

---------

Keywords Type a tag and hit return

Description

This study requires Research Details

Conditions Type a condition and hit

return

Start Date

YYYY-MM-DD

End Date

YYYY-MM-DD

This field is for a lay language version of your protocol title

OHSU principal logo will be auto uploaded to this field; field cannot be changed per policy 

Can use "search image" button to find and select appropriate image for your posting

Below is what your screen will look like when editing a StudyPage. 
Instructions and information for editing are in red.
Please make sure your content is in simple/lay language, understandable to the general public. Please do not copy/paste directly 
from your protocol.

Enter age range from protocol

Drop down box to select sex. Only binary 
available at this time

Drop down box to select yes/no

Enter main/important words from your study. Think about what you 
would want people to search by, for example "cancer" or "dementia"

This field is to provide a simple, understandable, brief description of your study, 
telling readers what the purpose of your study is. 

This field is optional and a call out to readers, similar to a tagline on recruitment flyers. For example, "Looking for volunteers who are 6 months 
pregnant" or "Does early treatment improve recovery?"

This field is to describe to readers what you are asking them to do if they participate 
in your study.  

Include details like:
-How many total study visits there are
-What the time points of each visit are (e.g. "at month 3, 6, and 12")
-What the total time commitment is per visit and for the study overall
-Where the visits are located
-What they will be asked to do at each visit (e.g. blood draw, survey, CT scan, etc.)

Enter what condition(s) your research is studying. 

Enter your enrollment start date

Enter your enrollment end date

Please enter if drug, device, behavioral, alternative intervention, 
observational, survey study, registry, or focus group

Target Sexes

https://proto.studypages.com/dashboard/
https://proto.studypages.com/study/383/dashboard/
https://proto.studypages.com/user/study_invites/
https://proto.studypages.com/admin/ohsu/overview/
https://proto.studypages.com/orgadmin/ohsu/
https://proto.studypages.com/dashboard/
https://proto.studypages.com/ohsu/
https://proto.studypages.com/profile/261/


Who can participate

PDF Docs

Video URL

Links

+ Add Link

ClinicalTrials.gov NCT Number

beginning with NCT: "NCTXXXXXXXX"

IRB #

Choose file

Location

Name

Location

Extra Location Info (ex: Suite No.)

Clear

Investigators

Manage

Contact name

Contact email

Contact phone

Contact phone ext.

Compensation

201-555-0123

Privacy Policy Terms of Use © 2023 StudyPages by Yuzu Labs PBC

+1

Time commitment

This field is to provide the total 
time commitment for participating 
in this study. For example "12 
visits over 5 years".

This field is to provide the main location for your study.

Click 'manage', search for your investigator by name 
and click 'add investigator' when complete. Please 
see the Investigator Profile section of the training 
manual for additional instructions.

This field is for your primary recruitment contact, who should potential 
participants be calling to enroll in your study. 

Enter email for contact above.

Enter phone for contact above.

Enter compensation amount(s) and 
relevant details. If no compensation 
is provided, please enter "No 
compensation is provided as part of 
this study".

This field is to provide a simple, understandable description of your eligibility 
criteria.

The fields below of "PDF docs", "video URL", and "links" are not 
required, but available for teams to use if you want to upload your 
recruitment flyer or link to your study website. Please note, per 
IRB policy, and the investigator attestation, this can only be IRB 
approved content. 

This field is automatically loaded and cannot be changed.

This field can be used to provide your NCT number if your study is a clinical trial and registered on clinicaltrials.gov. 

https://proto.studypages.com/en/privacy/
https://proto.studypages.com/en/terms/
https://proto.studypages.com/
https://proto.studypages.com/
zauflik
Highlight
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Once complete filling out the studypage, click on the ‘Save & Finish’ button within the studypage, 
located at the top right of the page.  

 
 

Final Steps Before Requesting to Publish 
 
Previewing Your studypage 
 
Once your studypage is complete, preview the studypage to review and confirm how the studypage will 
appear in desktop and mobile views. You can preview the studypage from the ‘Preview’ button within 
the studypage, located at the top right of the page, and from the preview icon (eye) located at the top 
section of the studypage tab in the study’s workspace.  

 
 

 
 

Selecting How Potential Participants Contact You 
 
Teams have the ability to select how they would like interested individuals to contact them about their 
study. There are two contact options available: 
 

• Signup – This option allows an individual interested in your study to provide their contact 
information, which is then available to team members under the ‘signup’ tab in the workspace.  
 

• Self-Contact – This option provides an interested individual with the study team’s contact 
information, so that the individual can contact the team directly themselves.  

 
To select the contact method for your study, navigate to the ‘studypage’ tab of the study’s workspace. 
From here, click on the edit icon (pencil in box) next to ‘Interested button action’ and in the pop-up box, 
select ‘Signup’ or ‘Self Contact’ and then ‘Save’.  
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The contact method you choose is then linked to the ‘I’m Interested in this Study’ button, found near 
the top of a published studypage, and determines what individuals see after clicking on this button. 
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If you selected signup, after clicking on this button, interested individuals will be provided with a pop-up 
box to provide and submit their name and contact information.   
 

 
 
If you selected self-contact, after clicking on this button, interested individuals will be provided with a 
pop-up box that displays the teams contact information.  
 

 
 

Adding studypage to Gallery 

 
To access and update the gallery settings for your studypage, navigate to the top part of the studypage 
section of the study’s workspace. Under ‘Galleries’, you’ll notice the study has been automatically 
assigned to OHSU, Knight Cancer, or both. Assignment to Knight Cancer gallery is created if the OHSU 
eIRB data includes the “study is cancer related” flag in the eIRB under Ancillary Reviews and 
Notifications. To manage your studypage listing in the gallery, begin by clicking on the gallery name.  
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After clicking on the gallery name, a pop-up box will appear for you to select your study’s tagging, this is 
how it is searchable and organized in the gallery. You can select all that applies under ‘Type’, ‘Topic’, and 
‘Center’. Be diligent to ensure you are tagging completely and correctly – these tags drive the findability 
of your study on the gallery page. Next, click the box next to ‘Study is visible in the Gallery’ located at 
the top of the pop-up box. Once complete, click the ‘Save’ button in the top right corner of the box and 
your gallery settings have been saved. If you have been assigned to both galleries, you will need to 
follow these instructions for both.  
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Request to Publish studypage 
 
Now that your studypage is complete and the final steps are done, you can request to publish it. 
Requesting to publish the studypage means that it will become public and accessible by visitors to 
OHSU’s StudyPages. 
 
To request to publish, navigate to the ‘studypage’ tab of the study’s workspace and then click on the 
‘Publish Studypage’ button located at the top.  
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If there is content missing from the headline or contact information sections of the studypage, a pop-up 
box will appear notifying you of the missing information and requesting you to complete it before being 
able to continue with your publish request. 
 

 
 

If there is no missing content, a pop-up box will appear with the options to publish, not yet, or review 
the studypage. Clicking the ‘Yes, publish!’ button will forward the studypage on for investigator 
attestation and Administrator review and approval.  
 

 
 

Investigator Attestation  
 
In line with the IRB SOP on StudyPages, an investigator for a study will have to complete an investigator 
attestation for a studypage before it can be moved to the Administrator for review and approval. The 
attestation confirms that the investigator has reviewed the studypage content and ensured that it is in 
line with FDA guidance, IRB policy, and what is currently IRB approved for the study. The investigator 
attestation is available through the study’s workspace within the platform and in the future, through a 
link imbedded in the email notification to investigators for needed attestations. The email method is still 
in development and not available at this time, however, once it is available, investigators may complete 
the attestation through either method.   
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For attestations within the workspace, an investigator will go to the ‘studypage’ tab of the study’s 
workspace. Under ‘PI Review’, they will click the ‘Review button’. A pop-up box will appear with the full 
investigator attestation text and the option to select ‘Approve’, ‘Reject’ or ‘Preview’. When the 
investigator is ready to approve it, they will click the ‘Approve’ button and the study will move to the 
Administrator for review and approval. In the ‘studypage’ tab of the workspace, the team will now see 
the status as ‘Org Admin Review’.    
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For attestations through email, as noted above, this feature is still in development and not available at 
this time. More information will be provided in the near future.  

 
Administrator Review and Approval  
 
In line with the OHSU IRB policy on the use of StudyPages platform, an Administrator has been assigned 
to OHSU’s StudyPages, who is tasked with reviewing and approving all new studypages, along with 
continuing review and QA on already published studypages. For additional information on the 
Administrator, please see the Contact Information section at the end of this document. 
For new studypages, the Administrator will be notified when a request to publish has been submitted. 
They will then perform a complete review of the study’s studypage, confirming items such as that 
information is complete, content is understandable to the general public, content is in line with IRB and 
OHRP policy, and there is nothing of concern. If any issues are found and need to be addressed, the 
Administrator will reach out to the investigator and team of that study. Otherwise, the Administrator 
will approve the studypage for publishing and it will become public.     
 

Maintaining Workspace and studypage Once Published  
 
Over the life of a study, there are often many changes to a study’s primary investigator, team, and 
contact information. Within StudyPages, it will be the responsibility of the team to keep their studypage 
listings up to date and the content reflective of the IRB approved protocol.  

 
Changes to the Study Team  
 
As mentioned in an earlier section, the members of a study team are automatically added or removed 
through scheduled uploads to StudyPages from OHSU’s eIRB system. The roles of these team members 
associated with a study can be updated from the study’s workspace from the ‘Teams’ tab. Once within 
the ‘Teams’ tab, to update a team member’s role, click on the role title under their name and in the pop-
up list, click on their new role. Their role on the study is now updated.  
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Change in Primary Investigator 
 
If the primary investigator on a study changes during the course of the study, the investigator in the 
study team section of the workspace will be automatically updated through a scheduled upload from 
the eIRB system. However, teams will need to update the investigator section of the studypage for this 
study. To update the new investigators role within the workspace, follow the instructions for updating 
roles under Changes to the Study Team section. To update the investigator section of the studypage, 
follow the instructions for Linking a Profile under the Investigator Profiles section. If this is a new 
investigator to StudyPages, follow the instructions for Adding a New Profile under Investigator Profiles 
section.   
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Contact Information Changed  
 
To change the contact name and information on your studypage, follow the instructions under Creating 
the studypage section for how to access the studypage. Once within the editable studypage, navigate to 
the contact section and update the information as needed.  
 

 
 
Once finished with updates, click on the ‘Save & Finish’ button within the studypage, located at the top 
right of the page .  

 
 

Recruitment Complete or Study Closed – Removal Request 
 
When your study is done recruiting, you can remove the public facing studypage by submitting a 
removal request. This removes the studypage from being public and it is no longer visible in the gallery, 
however, the workspace for the study will remain.  
 
To request the removal, navigate to the ‘studypage’ tab of the study’s workspace. At the top of this 
section, next to the current recruiting status, click the ‘Removal Request’ button. In the pop-up box, 
select the reason for removal, add any comments you may have, and click on the ‘Submit’ button. Your 
study’s studypage is now submitted for removal.  
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Administrator Review and Approval  
 
After a studypage is initially approved and published, any subsequent changes and edits to the 
studypage do not require another Administrator review and approval. However, teams are responsible 
for ensuring the content remains in line with IRB approvals, policy and best practices. Additionally, the 
Administrator will complete QA reviews on published studypages as needed to ensure ongoing 
compliance.   
 

Not Interested in Using StudyPages for Study(ies) 
 
Though workspaces are created within StudyPages for all eligible studies, the platform is not required to 
be used. If you do not believe your study(ies) is a good fit for using StudyPages or you are simply not 
interested in using the platform, you do not have to. In order to not participate, it’s as easy as doing 
nothing. The workspace will simply remain in the platform untouched and will not be included in the 
public facing section of the platform as a studypage was never created or published.   
 

Best Practices for Using StudyPages for Recruitment Purposes  
 
As discussed earlier, as StudyPages is a public facing site that engages members of the community, the 
platform is best used for recruiting for studies actively looking for eligible individuals from the general 
public. There is nothing more disheartening and frustrating to community members looking to 
participate in research only to find a listing of studies on a public facing website that is not actually open 
to the public. Additionally, as this platform will be recruiting from the general public, it is best to ensure 
published studypage content is health literate, simple, 6th grade reading level and understandable to 
those without a research or medical background. For more information on how to ensure your content 
is following best practices for recruiting, please visit the following resources:  
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• Health Literacy Checklist for Research Communication guidance document available on the 
OCTRI Recruitment webpage   

• OHSU’s Center for Diversity & Inclusion Inclusive Language Guide  

• OHSU Communication’s Health Literacy 02 page 

• OHSU IRB Policies and Forms  
o HRP-402-Advertisement 

• University of Michigan Plain Language Medical Dictionary 

• The CDC Health Literacy 

• The NIH Clear Communication  
 

StudyPages Contact Information at OHSU  
 
OCTRI Recruitment is the Administrator for OHSU’s StudyPages. For any questions, concerns, or training 
needs, please email octrirecruitment@ohsu.edu.  
 
 
 

 

https://www.ohsu.edu/octri/find-and-recruit-participants-you-need
https://www.ohsu.edu/inclusive-language-guide
https://o2.ohsu.edu/communications/health-literacy.cfm
https://o2.ohsu.edu/integrity-department/research/human-subjects/irb-policies-and-forms.cfm
http://ohsu.ellucid.com/documents/view/7872/?security=02941cea7d167ec0de4d49efb78716249ff89386
https://apps.lib.umich.edu/medical-dictionary/
https://www.cdc.gov/healthliteracy/index.html
https://www.nih.gov/institutes-nih/nih-office-director/office-communications-public-liaison/clear-communication
mailto:octrirecruitment@ohsu.edu
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